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INTRODUCTION   
   
HOW TO READ YOUR RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY REPORT  
  
When two people are involved in a relationship, they get to know each other more  
deeply over time.  At first, everything is wonderful and friction is rare.  Then, as  
time goes by, you get to know other sides of your partner and, undoubtedly,  
discover some personality traits you don’t like, and other traits you appreciate.   
The more time you spend together, the more you get to know each other.  But  
even if you consider your relationship almost perfect, you will certainly experience  
at least some areas of possible friction.  
  
The purpose of this report is to point out the different personality traits you  
possess, and how compatible they are.  This report will help you identify those  
properties that are, at least to some extent, not compatible, and suggest how to  
prevent them from damaging, or dominating, your relationship.  
  
It is important to also keep in mind that you may have some qualities that,  
although positive, are not compatible, but that negative traits are almost always a  
cause for friction.  Therefore, you may find that this Relationship Compatibility  
Report is at times more critical and perhaps somewhat harsh - unlike most  
readings of this kind.  If you feel uncomfortable with that, remember that this  
report was designed to throw light on those aspects in your charts that need to be  
understood and recognized, because if they are not, they can do a lot more  
damage than a few critical remarks in a reading.  
  
Sam and Sec, you will probably encounter some texts such as: “The compatibility  
aspect in this area of the chart is already included in other parts of this report,  
offset by other conditions or redundant”.  
This is done in order to offer a perspective that is as well balanced and clear as  
possible, and repeating certain traits would place too much emphasis on them.  
  
Master numbers are also handled somewhat different in a relationship  
compatibility report.  They are reduced to their single digit values, because it is in  
the single digit’s archetype that those personality traits are represented.  If a  
number that appears in your chart is 11, 22, or 33, and the compatibility refers to  
the numbers 2, 4, and 6 respectively, this is not a typo but an indicator that the  
compatibility is based on the single-digit sum of your Master number.  
  
You will also find that some numbers normally included in a personal numerology  
reading are not included in a relationship compatibility report.  This is because the  
compatibility between two people is influenced much more strongly -- as much as  
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ninety-five percent -- by the core numbers, than by all the other numbers in the  
chart combined.  In fact, the lesser numbers in the chart would only muddle the  
waters if analyzed in the context of a relationship compatibility report.  
  
  
Sam and Sec, I hope you will enjoy your Compatibility Report and, more  
importantly, I hope you will find this reading to be beneficial to your relationship.  
  

LIFE PATH   
   
    If ever there was a moment of total transformation, it was the moment of your  
birth. In that instant, you stepped through a door in time into a new reality -- the  
reality of human life. The most important number in your numerology chart is  
based on the date of your birth, the moment when the curtain goes up in your life.   
    Even at that moment, you were a person with your own unique character, as  
unique as your DNA. Everything that is you existed in potential, much like a play  
that is about to begin. Your entire life exists as a potential that has been prepared  
for. Sam, you have ultimate freedom to do with your life as you like: To fulfill its  
potential completely, or to make some smaller version of yourself. It all depends  
upon your effort and commitment. You make the decisions to fulfill, to whatever  
extent, the potential life that exists within you. That is your choice. In this sense,  
the possible you is implicit during the moment of your birth.   
    The Life Path number gives us a broad outline of the opportunities, challenges,  
and lessons we will encounter in this lifetime. Your Life path is the road you are  
traveling. It reveals the opportunities and challenges you will face in life. Your Life  
Path number is the single most important information available in your Personality  
Chart!  
  
Sam, your Life Path is 15/6   
   
    Sam, you possess great compassion and seek to be of service to others. You  
have concern for the weak and the downtrodden. You are a healer and a helper to  
others. You are capable of giving comfort to those in need and will frequently offer  
a shoulder for others to cry on.  
    Your task in life is to develop the tools necessary to be truly helpful to others,  
rather than to simply be a sympathetic ear. You must find the balance between  
help and interference. In the same way, you must learn the delicate art of the  
counselor who knows when to leave the struggle to others and when to avoid  
taking away the necessary experiences and lessons of life.  
    You are naturally balanced. Therefore, you are well equipped to support and  
ground others in times of trial.  
    It is in your nature to take on responsibility -- you often fill the void left by others  
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-- and do not turn away from personal sacrifice. At times, you may feel  
overburdened by the travails of others. However, the love others bestow upon you  
is your well deserved reward.  
    Sam, you try to maintain harmony within the family or group, balancing and  
fusing divergent forces. You seek marriage and are often a wonderful parent,  
offering warmth, protection, and understanding to children.  
    You are generous, kind, and attractive. You are often admired even adored  
which baffles you. You are humble and yet you carry a deep pride. You move well  
and gracefully, but will have to work to stay in shape. Seek out physical exercise  
and limit the sweets and dairy you crave to keep yourself from becoming plump  
and round.  
    When young, you must be careful not to choose partners for the wrong  
reasons. Do not let sentimentality influence your decision, especially those  
involving the choice of a spouse. You need to be needed, but must learn to  
discriminate between those you can help and others who are made weaker by  
your care.  
    After all, it is in your nature to be attracted to the weaker brothers and sisters  
among us.  
    The temptation, and the danger for you, is to think of yourself as the savior of  
the world, carrying the burdens of others on your shoulders.  
    Sam, you are blessed with musical talent, as well as in the visual and  
performing arts. However, your creativity may well be suppressed due to your  
willingness to sacrifice, or your inability to fully appreciate your talents. This is not  
to say that you cannot excel in these areas; on the contrary, you have the talent,  
and with effort you can make a success in a number of artistic fields.  
    You also have enormous talent in business. You are blessed with a great deal  
of charm and charisma, which you use effectively to attract the people and  
support you need.  
  
Sec, your Life Path is 8   
   
    Sec, you are gifted with natural leadership and the capacity to accumulate  
great wealth. You have great talent for management in all areas of life, especially  
in business and financial matters. You understand the material world; you  
intuitively know what makes virtually any enterprise work. Your talent lies not with  
the bookkeeping or petty management, but with the greater vision, its purpose,  
and long range goals.  
    You are a visionary and a bit reckless. You possess the ability to inspire people  
to join you in your quest, but often they are incapable of seeing what you see.  
Therefore, those around you need your continual guidance, inspiration, and  
encouragement. You must prod them into action and direct them along the lines  
of your vision.  
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    You attract financial success more than any other Life Path, but effort is  
required.  
    Sec, your challenge in life is to achieve a high degree of detachment, to  
understand that power and influence must be used for the benefit of mankind.  
Those born with the Number 8 Life Path, who do not understand the real and  
relative value of money are bound to suffer the consequences of greed; they run  
the risk of losing it all!  
    You must learn to bounce back from failures and defeats. You have the  
character and resilience of a true survivor. It is not uncommon for a person with  
your Life Path to experience major reverses, including bankruptcies, financial  
failure, but you also have the talent and the sheer guts to make more than one  
fortune, and build many successful enterprises. More than most people, your  
failures in marriage can be extremely expensive for you.  
    Despite the difficulties that life presents, you will experience the satisfaction  
that comes from material wealth and the power that comes with it.  
    Business, finance, real estate, law, science (particularly history, archeology,  
and physics), publishing, and the management of large institutions are among the  
vocational fields that suit you best. You are naturally attracted to positions of  
influence and leadership -- Politics, social work, and teaching are among the  
many other areas where your abilities can shine.  
    You are a good judge of character, which aids you well in attracting the right  
people to you.  
    Most 8s like large families and sometimes tend to keep others dependent  
longer than necessary. Although jovial in nature you are not demonstrative in  
showing your love and affection.  
    The desire for luxury and comfort is especially strong in you. Status is very  
important. You must be careful to avoid living above your means.  
    Sec, your Life Path treads that dangerous ground where power lies -- and can  
corrupt. You may become too self important, arrogant, and domineering, thinking  
that your way is the only way. This leads inevitably to isolation and conflict. The  
people you run the risk of hurting most are those you love, your family and friends.  
    Be careful of becoming stubborn, intolerant, overbearing, and impatient. These  
characteristics may be born early in the life of an 8 Life Path, who often learn  
these negative traits after suffering under a tyrannical parent or a family burdened  
by repressive religious or intellectual dogmas.  
    Those with the 8 Life Path usually possess a strong physique, which is a  
symptom of their inherent strength and resiliency.  
  
Your Life Path's compatibility is 6 and 8   
   
Sam and Sec, your Life Path numbers are the most important numbers in your  
charts, and, as such, their compatibility is very important to the well-being of your  
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relationship.  
  
Sam and Sec, the six and the eight are very compatible.  You are both practical  
and goal-oriented people who are not afraid of responsibility.  However, there are  
big differences in the way the six and the eight view responsibility, and even  
bigger differences in the way they pursue their respective goals.  
  
Sam’s sense of responsibility is strongly focused on family and friends.  Sam will  
be hesitant to do anything that could endanger the comfort and lifestyle of those  
Sam is committed to.  Sec’s sense of responsibility is committed to goals and  
dreams - their fulfillment is Sec’s priority.  Where Sam will be very reluctant to  
take risks that might reflect on those Sam cares about, Sec will not hesitate to  
take certain carefully calculated risks because Sec feels that, if those goals are  
met, the lives of everyone around will improve.  Sam is capable of working for a  
long time to reach a goal, but Sam is much more grounded, Sam will hesitate to  
step away from the beaten path.  Sec has a sense of business and is a visionary  
with a practical, can-do mentality.  
Interestingly, the six-and-eight combination is excellent for business partnerships.   
The six keeps a reign on the dreams and visions of the eight.  In turn, the eight  
can inspire the six to aim higher and take advantage of the opportunities lying  
ahead.  Without an eight to inspire a six, the six will likely remain confined to small  
dreams requiring little or no risks.  Without the grounded realism of the six, an  
eight often gets lost between the vision and the goal.  In a romantic relationship,  
Sam and Sec, the numbers found in this part of the chart similarly play off each  
other’s strengths in ways that can be very good for the relationship.  
Problems can arise when one partner tries to dominate the other, which has been  
known to happen between a six and an eight.  Sam, your tendency to take on any  
burden, your willingness to sacrifice, and your need to feel secure in a  
relationship, can make you a victim to the somewhat authoritarian and demanding  
nature of Sec’s eight.  Sometimes, the opposite happens, and the inherit talent of  
Sam’s six to make others feel guilty simply by showing how much Sam is willing  
to do for them can put a real damper on Sec’s potentially powerful and focused  
energy.  
Sam and Sec, this aspect of your charts is somewhat similar to reaching a fork in  
the road.  You have a choice between enriching and enhancing each other’s  
strengths and talents, or frustrating your partner’s opportunities.  The key to  
maintain a balanced relationship is not to try to dominate each other.  
  

EXPRESSION   
   
    Your Expression number reveals your physical and mental constitution, the  
orientation or goal of your life.  Some numerologists refer to this number as the  
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Destiny, because it represents a lifelong target at which you are aiming.  You  
work at fulfilling this potential every day of your life.  Thus, the Expression number  
reveals your inner goal, the person you aim to be.    
    The Expression number reveals the talents, abilities, and shortcomings that  
were with you when you entered your human body.  Your name, and the numbers  
derived from it, reveals your development, as well as the talents and issues you  
will be working with during this life.  
    For those for whom reincarnation is an accepted philosophy, the vibration of  
your full name can be seen as the totality of your personal evolution, the  
experiences, talents, and wisdom accumulated over many life times.  Every  
experience, no matter how great or small, along this evolutionary path has  
influenced your development, and brought you to your current state of being.  
    The Expression is your being; the Life Path is the major lesson you are  
attempting to learn this time around.  Time allows the gradual emergence of your  
personality.  By reading the Expression number below, you will come to  
understand your basic nature and the abilities and issues inherent in your being.  
  
Sam, your Expression is 17/8   
   
    Sam, you have the power and potential to achieve great things.  It is both your  
challenge and your birthright to gain dominion over a small part of the earth.   
Whatever your enterprise, you strive to be the best and most successful in your  
field.  You are highly competitive and will not rest until you are satisfied that you  
have bypassed the opposition.  You enjoy challenges and rivalry.  
    You are a realist and a visionary planner.  Money and authority are available to  
you if you are willing to discipline yourself -- generally an inborn talent -- and  
persevere in the face of the considerable obstacles in your path.  
    You are dynamic and have a talent for efficiency.  You understand the larger  
picture, see the broader challenges, and know how to marshal your collective  
resources to address the problems.  You delegate responsibility well; it is best for  
you to leave many of the details to others.  
    Sam, you are a great leader of people and an outstanding judge of character.   
You are demanding of those who work for you, often putting things in no uncertain  
terms: do it my way or don't do it at all!  
    At the same time, you don't hesitate to reward the faithful and hardworking  
employee.  You are not a particularly tolerant leader; too much tolerance violates  
your sense of efficiency.  You go directly after your goal with courage and  
tenacity.  
    You have a natural understanding of money, authority, and power.  You are  
able to struggle consistently after your goal.  Eventually power falls to you.  Within  
you lies an innate balance between the higher and lower characteristics of man.   
Your challenge in life is to balance your higher ideals and your understanding of  
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the hard realities of the earth.  
    Much effort will have to be put out and many ups and downs experienced  
before you reach the level of success you desire.  Life will probably test you many  
times with obstacles that seem insurmountable.  But in reality, these are merely  
opportunities for you to learn how to use power and authority in the face of  
difficulties, and to find out just how much power lies within you.  
    It is crucial for your success that you balance the material and the spiritual.   
You have chosen a path that requires balance between giving and taking, reward  
and punishment, action and reaction.  Despite the obstacles on your path, you  
are a true survivor.  
    When focused exclusively on your desire for results and success, you can  
become stubborn and intolerant; you can be driven by excessive ambition,  
causing you to be exacting and without perspective.  Be careful of your alcohol  
consumption, a danger-zone for you.  Sam, you can be a social drinker, mixing  
business with pleasure -- a dangerous cocktail.  
    An excellent manager, organizer and administrator you have talents in many  
areas of life.  Entrepreneurs, executives, bankers, brokers, negotiators, gamblers,  
coaches, collectors, heads of institutions, builders, art dealers, manufacturers,  
promoters, military officers, police detectives, smugglers, engineers, pilots or sea  
captains.  
    You have been entrusted with special gifts, the use or abuse of which has an  
immediate and often physical effect upon you and those around you! Use these  
gifts for the good of mankind and accept your own good fortune with gratitude.   
This is your rewarding stage in your evolution.  Yours is a life time of harvest  
  
Sec, your Expression is 19/1   
   
    You are a natural leader, independent and individualistic.  Sec, you are  
extremely ambitious, original, and courageous.  You employ new and unproven  
methods.  You are an explorer and an innovator.  Openness to too many  
peripheral influences limits and frustrates you.  You are self-reliant, confident, and  
energetic.  
    You possess executive abilities and are most successful at owning or  
independently managing a business.  You need the freedom to make your own  
decisions, based on your own ideas.  You can be an astute politician.  You also  
possess the ability to influence the opinions of your milieu.  
    The number 1 symbolizes the front-runner, pioneer, warrior, risk-taker, and  
daredevil.  Generals, top politicians, successful businessmen, self-made  
millionaires, religious leaders, inventors, activists, and avant-garde artists are  
often born with a 1 Expression.  
    Strength and perseverance are central to your success.  You must be willing to  
travel the frontiers of life, away from the beaten path.  You possess a great  
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reserve of willpower that must be directed at your goals.  You do not give up, but  
relentlessly pursue your aims.  
    Sec, you are quite opinionated.  People tend to be inspired or repelled by your  
strong personality.  
    You have great powers of concentration and the ability to visualize your goals,  
thus making them more attainable.  
    You stand up for your convictions and hold your ground.  All of these abilities  
enhance your chances of success in life.  
    There is a tendency to be self-centered.  You can be domineering and, in the  
extreme, a bully.  You can be highly critical of others, complaining that people lack  
the industry or determination you possess.  But this lack of understanding can  
alienate friends and family members from you.  You must learn to control this  
tendency to maintain harmony in relationships.  
    Once you are convinced of the inherent correctness of your ideas, you  
stubbornly -- and sometimes rigidly -- defend and propagate them.  
    Avoid obstinacy and antagonism.  You must cultivate balance, compassion,  
and perseverance.  
    You easily assume the role of protector.  You spring into action when  
leadership is needed.  
    Pride can be your downfall.  You so powerfully identify with your goals and  
ambitions that you sometimes refuse to see a potential flaw or weakness in your  
well-laid plans.  
    Sec, you possess strength and determination, which, when applied to any  
endeavor you are committed to, will lead you to great success in life.  
  
Your Expression's compatibility is 8 and 1   
   
More than any other number in your chart, your Expression number reflects who  
you are as a person.  Earlier, you read about the Life Path number and how  
important that number is in your chart.  However, the Life Path number reflects  
“the path you walk on,” and should be seen more as a powerful influence than as  
a part of your personality makeup.  Your Expression number on the other hand,  
reflects a deeper part of you.  It is more difficult to overcome possible negative  
traits you may have recognized in yourself when they are found in this part of the  
chart, than when they are found under the Life Path description.  
  
It can’t be emphasized too much how important it is to realize that numbers in  
different areas of the chart affect you differently, even when it is the same  
number.  Sometimes, you may read something that seems to directly contradict  
earlier statements.  Yet, if you take the time to think about them carefully, you will  
probably recognize that you, as a human being, are extremely complex and full of  
the same contradictions.  This is simply the way we are.  You may be organized  
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in one area of your life, while chaos rules in another area.  You may be tactful and  
sensitive in one setting, and direct and confrontational in another situation.  
  
Your respective Life Path numbers make you two strong-willed but at the same  
time, somewhat stubborn people.  Often, when you are both around, it is like  
having two captains on a ship - your conflicting orders can lead to explosive  
arguments, which, in turn, may lead to uneasiness, discomfort and even distress.   
Therefore, willingness to compromise is very important in your relationship,  
otherwise small arguments can be blown out of proportion.    
Sam has a remarkable talent for managing financial matters.   Therefore, Sam  
should be the one controlling the money.  You both have good business instincts,  
which could result in very successful shared endeavors.  Should you decide to go  
that way, make sure you keep each other’s duties and responsibilities carefully  
separated so as to avoid any type of personality conflicts.  Whatever your  
decision may be, it is important that you have faith in each other’s abilities and act  
independently.  However, since both of you like to do things your own way and  
neither of you is good at delegating, you should be aware that this will not be an  
easy task to be accomplished.    
Neither one of you accepts anything less than full respect and an equal playing  
field.  Similarly, neither one of you can be dominated or would accept being  
someone’s sidekick.    
However, while Sam understands the material world and needs to see material  
results and rewards, Sec is more attached to the satisfaction that comes from  
knowing you did a good job.    
  
Although you may have your differences, it is important that both of you  
understand that you have a lot in common as well.  The one and the eight are  
very compatible numbers and you will find you have many interests in common -  
many more than you thought.  Another positive aspect in your relationship is that  
you love to share your experiences, and sharing experiences has, most of the  
times, proved to be quite enriching.  But the fact that you are both more sensitive  
behind that strong and independent facade than you let on opens the door to  
possible hurtful comments and increases the danger of doing each other, in the  
heat of an argument, more damage than either of you realizes.  Therefore, always  
keep in mind that the keywords to this relationship are compromise and  
communication.  If you are both able to compromise and communicate in your  
day-to-day life, you will also be able to enjoy a pleasant, rewarding and happy  
relationship, taking advantage of the many interests you have in common.  
  

HEART'S DESIRE   
   
    Your Heart's Desire is the inner you.  It shows your underlying urge, your true  
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motivation.  It reveals the general intention behind many of your actions.   
Consequently, it dramatically influences the choices you make in life.  The Heart's  
desire is seen as part of the larger picture, called the core numbers, which  
includes the Life Path, Expression, Day you were born, and Personality.  But  
each points to a different aspect of you.  
    The Expression number reveals your talents and abilities, and your general  
direction in life.  The Life Path is the central lesson you came into the world to  
learn.  The Day you were born is very closely connected to your Life Path.  It  
reveals specific talents you possess, which will be helpful to you in dealing with  
your Life Path.  The Personality reveals how people tend to see you.  It also  
demonstrates what characteristics you are projecting to the world.  The Heart's  
Desire demonstrates the identity of the soul that joined the earth -- you, the  
spiritual being.  
  
Sam, your Heart's Desire is 23/5   
   
    Freedom is essential for your happiness.  Sam, you love change, new  
experiences, meeting new people, adventure and travel.  You love the exotic, far  
away places.  Variety is more than mere spice of life -- you thrive on it.  You are  
extremely flexible and adaptable.  You have more curiosity than the proverbial cat.   
You have a sharp mind and a natural ability with words.  You are a born  
communicator, clear, fluent, and imaginative in every area that interests you --  
which are many!  
    Your Heart's Desire makes you very well equipped for life.  Change -- the only  
constant in life -- doesn't threaten you, as it does other people.  You are highly  
resourceful.  Generally, you can think clearly in a crisis; you have good mental  
and physical reflexes.  Whenever you fall, you tend to land on your feet.  
    Sam, you are highly enthusiastic.  You get excited easily over a new idea or  
opportunity.  Your nature is unconventional.  You are a bit of a gambler, taking  
risks whenever you think the rewards are worth it.  
    You are very socially oriented and rarely, if ever, dull or boring.  You are, of  
course, drawn to those people who, like yourself, are original thinkers and have  
exciting personalities.  
    Sam, you enjoy being involved in several projects at the same time.  You need  
continual stimulation by the new and fascinating.  You tend to discard boring  
pastimes quickly.  
    Your love of freedom and change can have numerous consequences.  You  
can be irresponsible, especially when it comes to finishing tasks.  You have a  
hard time persevering at a given project and bringing it to completion.  
    You must be careful that your love of sensory pleasure doesn't lead you to  
excessive indulgence in alcohol, food, sex, and even drugs.  
    Sam, you are a bit of a hero and want to save the world.  This causes you to  
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make promises you often cannot keep.  Down deep, you long to please everyone,  
an impossible goal.  
    Many 5s can be emotionally superficial.  They feel love passionately, but fear  
making deep and lasting commitments.  As a result, they resist the depths of  
emotional attachments and remain on the surface where it is safe.  
    You will experience many changes and unusual events, but you learn best  
through experience.  Therefore, your life will be full and you will make great strides  
in personal growth.  
  
Sec, your Heart's Desire is 21/3   
   
    Sec, you love a good time.  You are generally happy, friendly, and outgoing.   
You have a gift for gab.  You are very witty, creative, and playful.  You inspire and  
entertain people.  You are considered by many a great companion.  
    Many outstanding comedians have this Heart's Desire.  You have a good  
mental and emotional balance and there is little that gets you down.  
    You have a gift for self expression and are drawn to the verbal arts -- writing,  
acting, singing, and poetry.  You may have a great talent in one of these areas.  If  
your creativity is blocked or suppressed, you tend to daydream and fantasize.   
Your imagination needs a constructive outlet; otherwise, it may run away with  
you.  
    At the same time, you may have great difficulty expressing your deeper feelings  
and important personal thoughts.  You prefer to stay on the surface, entertaining  
people with your wit.  
    If you fail to deal honestly with your inner nature, you may succumb to  
compulsive talking.  Such behavior may be merely a way of siphoning off  
emotional energy that is building beneath your surface.  Your deeply felt emotional  
life cannot be avoided or suppressed.  But you possess the talent to channel  
these feelings into highly creative and artistic form.  Art and self-expression are  
your outlets.  
    Sec, you need discipline to make full use of your abilities.  Too often, you may  
scatter your energies in many directions, beginning projects that are never  
finished and never really succeeding in anything.  
    You success depends on your ability to commit to your work and to see it  
through to completion.  You have so much creativity and inspiring upward energy  
that you are in desperate need of an anchor.  Hard work and discipline serve this  
purpose and bring out the best in you.  
    Because you are gifted with such a sparkling personality, you are tempted to  
stay on the surface and play with life.  You are confident and love the attention  
others give you, but these characteristics can lead to vanity and self-absorption.  
    Sec, you have the potential to live a very full and successful life thanks to your  
talent for artistic self expression.  The key to your success is a balance between  
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the creative forces and self-disclose.  
  
Your Heart's Desire's compatibility is 5 and 3   
   
Compatibility of the Heart’s Desire numbers is very important in a relationship -  
few relationships last beyond the initial stage if the Heart’s Desire numbers are  
not compatible.  
  
This is an excellent combination, but because the partners are so compatible,  
they sometimes enhance each other’s less desirable traits as well.  
Sec is upbeat, expressive, creative and playful.  However, Sec is not always  
focused and the results of Sec’s productivity are not always useful.  Sam  
generates a similar, sometimes restless energy.  Sam, though, is more directed  
towards social activities, interacting with other people.  Sam’s life style is dynamic  
and, if the decision is in Sam’s hand alone, this life style will involve lots of travel.   
If you happen to share a home, Sec and Sam, you will have little trouble creating  
a living environment and a life style suitable to both.  
You both communicate well.  Your verbal abilities make you a popular couple.  In  
fact, one of the things that could trip you up is the popularity and easy social  
interacting, since you both - but Sam in particular - may have a tendency to  
become jealous of your partner.  You both thrive on playing center stage, you both  
want to be in the spotlight, and this may cause an uncomfortable competitive  
atmosphere.  
  
Sec, Sam can, at times, say things on the spur of the moment that are hurtful or  
reveal an underlying problem.  You would do well reading between the lines,  
because, whatever it is, Sam probably won’t spell it out.  Similarly, Sec likes to  
skim over the deeper issues in life, especially those in the emotional sphere.   
Sam needs to be aware that, even after being close to Sec for many years, much  
about Sec will never be revealed.  This shows that, if you are not careful, the two  
of you could be experiencing deep inner turmoil, and your partner might not be  
aware of it.  
The three and the five get along very well.  Sec likes the way Sam acts and talks.   
Sam has a wonderful time with Sec’s wacky sense of humor and upbeat nature.   
It is a good combination that can last a lifetime.  If problems arise and reach the  
kind of proportions that put this relationship in jeopardy, it is usually because the  
partners didn’t listen carefully to each other.  Both the three and the five have a  
tendency to keep emotional problems on the back shelf instead of dealing with  
them.  Then, once the turbulence reaches the surface, it is too late and the end  
comes swift and final.  Sec and Sam, you have to pay attention to each other.   
Watch for subtle signs of discomfort or anger, and deal with it immediately in an  
open, direct and compassionately way.  That is the key to sharing an inspiring,  
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creative, lively, happy life.  
  

PERSONALITY   
   
    Your Personality number is derived from the consonants of your full name at  
birth.  Your Personality is like a narrow entrance hall to the great room that is your  
true nature.  It is those aspects that you feel comfortable sharing with people at  
the outset of a relationship.  With time and trust, you invite others into the deeper  
aspects of your nature; you reveal more of who you really are, in effect, your  
Heart's Desire, Expression, and so on.  
    Your Personality number often serves as a censoring device, both in terms of  
what you send out, as well as what you allow to approach.  It discriminates in the  
kinds of people and information you let enter your heart and mind.  For this  
reason, your Personality is usually much more narrow and protective in its  
definition than the real you.  It can screen out some of what you do not want to  
deal with -- people or situations -- but it also welcomes those things that  
immediately relate to your inner nature.  
    Your Personality number also indicates how others perceive you.  No one can  
be objective about himself or herself.  Even our closest friends and relatives have  
trouble describing how they see us.  
  
Sam, your Personality is 12/3   
   
    Sam, you are highly attractive.  Many men with a 3 Personality are very  
handsome; women are often strikingly beautiful.  
    Your vibration is full of life.  You are uplifting, inspiring, and charming.  You are a  
fun person to be around.  Your wit and sparkling personality make you the life of a  
party.  
    You are extroverted and optimistic.  You appreciate fine clothing and jewelry,  
and enjoy dressing up a bit.  You like glamour, and are sought after by the  
opposite sex.  
    You are a romantic.  Sam, you fall in and out of love rather quickly.  You are  
affectionate and giving.  
    Do not let your charm be an incentive to play too much.  Work at developing  
deep and lasting relationships.  You have to avoid scattering your attention for  
popularity.  
    You can be flippant about commitments and may dramatize or exaggerate.  
    Your wit can cause you to rely too much on superficial, humorous  
conversation.  
    You have a distinct "lucky streak" that attracts many opportunities throughout  
your life.  You also have a knack of promoting yourself as well as inspiring others.   
When backed up by hard work and self-disciple, these qualities almost ensure  
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your success.  
  
Sec, your Personality is 16/7   
   
    Sec, you seem mysterious and different.  People see you as serious and  
studious.  You are highly independent and self- sufficient.  Your exceptional  
intelligence and wisdom are quickly noticed, people respect you.  You are not one  
to attract people on the basis of your warmth or compassion -- though you may  
be loaded with both -- but because of your obvious insight into life's mysteries.  
    You are hard to get to know.  You are often withdrawn.  It is common for people  
to see your focus turn inside of yourself in the middle of a conversation.  
    You have the makings of an intellectual and an aristocrat but you have to guard  
against arrogance and an attitude of, "I've got it all figured out".  
    There have been periods in your life when you had little concern for your  
clothing or fashion, while at other times you are very aware of your clothing and  
use it to make a specific impression.  
    You appear dignified no matter how you dress., but a well groomed seven with  
a touch of dash definitely has an advantage.  Your confidence increases when  
you know you are well dressed.  
    Sec, you are recognized as spiritual and religious, with your very own ideas  
regarding the purpose of life and the Creator.  
    You are an inspired speaker, but only when discussing subjects that really  
interest you.  Otherwise, you are not one for chatter.  
    Your love of knowledge and wisdom shows.  
  
Your Personality's compatibility is 3 and 7   
   
Quickly recognized when two people first meet, not many relationships even get  
started unless the Personality numbers are compatible.  
  
This combination of numbers in this part of the chart is particularly interesting.   
Sam and Sec, the different natures of the three and seven make for a relationship  
that either lasts for about two weeks before going up in flames, or remains  
exciting and powerful for a lifetime.  If your relationship has existed for quite some  
time and can be considered stable, you may well be soul mates for life.  If the  
relationship started recently and has already experienced considerable ups and  
downs, you should be prepared to let go.  It is also quite common for this  
combination to turn from romance into deep friendship immediately after a  
romantic fall-out.  
  
Sam has a restless, energetic, unconventional mind that happily explores the  
boundaries of creativity and originality.  Like a kaleidoscope, the mind of the three  
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changes colors and shapes and enchants those around it.  Sec has a much  
more serious, but no less unconventional way of looking at life.  Sec is an untiring  
seeker of truth and understanding.  Sec gets great satisfaction out of quiet  
moments of contemplation and soul searching.  In fact, Sec thrives on the clarity  
and realizations that come from such moments and from moments of spiritual  
enlightenment, which are common to those found with the seven in this part of  
the chart.  
  
As you can see, you have very different approaches in the way you think.  But, on  
the other hand, you have in common the fact that you both are unconventional  
and not afraid to wander off the beaten path.  Although you have different needs  
and you find your happiness in very different ways, such ways are not  
incompatible.  Sam and Sec, it is precisely your uniquely different intellects that  
make this relationship lively and interesting.  You complement each other.  You  
give each other something you would not be able to give yourself.  Sam brings  
sunshine and an intuitive faith to Sec, while Sec offers Sam a taste of the beauty  
found in exploring the depths of life itself.  Like the sun and the moon, you supply  
light and comfort.  Although on opposite ends of the spectrum in some ways, you  
bring light and comfort to each other’s life and, as long as you don’t compete for  
each other’s space, you can live in great harmony.  
  

PERSONAL YEARS   
   
     Your Personal Year number is a strong indication of the trends and  
circumstances you will experience during the year ahead.  Your Personal Year  
cycles are based on the Universal Year cycles and therefore run concurrent with  
the calendar year.  Transit and Essence cycles are based on the letters of your  
name and run from birth date to birth date.       
     There are nine personal year numbers, which makes up a complete Epicycle.   
Each Epicycle reveals the progression or evolution of a specific part of your  
growth.  Sam, your progress along this Epicycle can be seen very logically, from  
the infancy or beginning of a growth period in your life, to the conclusion or  
culmination of that process.  The 1 personal year indicates your first steps in a  
new direction.  The years that follow indicate your progress along this path,  
concluding with your 9 Personal Year, which completes the cycle.  Below is a  
description of your current Personal Year.  It indicates where you are on the 9  
year Epicycle.  
     The Personal Years form the building steps that mark your progress through  
life.  
  
Sam, your Personal Year for 2023 is 6   
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    This is a year of progress and financial advancement, Sam.  Major career  
opportunities present themselves.  It is a challenging year in which personal  
growth is joined with new responsibilities and challenges.  
    This is a year of domestic responsibility and attention to the needs of family  
and friends.  It is a time of heart felt emotions and some sacrifice.  It is a time for  
comforting and caring.  
    You realize the importance of your place within your community.  You will be  
called upon to help others bear their burdens.  You are the proverbial friend in  
need.  
    Sam, you must work to create an atmosphere of harmony and balance.  It is  
often a time when marital issues surface and need attention.  However, you  
possess the understanding to deal with such issues effectively if you apply  
yourself with love and flexibility.  
    These deep feelings bring renewal to relationships and often a birth in the  
family.  
    May is an emotional month filled with the promise and the stress of imminent  
changes.  June is a breakthrough and a relief.  September brings advancement,  
October self- reflection and readjustments, and December brings a sense of  
completion and fulfillment.  
  
Sec, your Personal Year for 2023 is 4   
   
    This is a year to be organized and practical.  Take care of details.  Commit  
yourself entirely to your goals.  
    Sec, your concentration and ability to focus will be much improved over last  
year.  You will have an attitude of realism and determination.  
    There can be a sense of limitation and some frustration this year.  However, it  
is a year of important opportunities that must be seized.  There can be  
considerable work-related travel.  
    You must be flexible this year to make full use of the opportunities that present  
themselves.  It will require a combination of perseverance, hard work, and  
versatility.  
    You will receive recognition for your efforts and support from your friends and  
family.  
    It is a good year to buy real estate or remodel your home.  It is also a good time  
to take care of projects which have been postponed for to long.  
    Fulfill your obligations and do not be afraid to spend some of that hard earned  
money.  Selling and trading during this year usually is quite successful.  
    This is the year to work on your foundation and prepare yourself for the many  
changes that will undoubtedly come next year.  
    As a result of your hard work, there will be much satisfaction and a feeling of  
accomplishment.  
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    January and February will bring some important change, a new opportunity  
perhaps.  March requires self-reflection and reshaping of your plans.  It is a good  
time to meditate on what lies ahead.  June brings a new and important step -- a  
breakthrough, perhaps -- in your work.  October brings changes and a sense of  
chaos.  Sec, you may feel threatened by the changes that are on the horizon.  But  
November brings assistance in the form of a promotion or additional financial  
support.  
  
Your Personal Year's compatibility for 2023 is 6 and 4   
   
Compatibility is as important with the cycles as it is with character traits.  It is  
possible for a relationship between two people with otherwise very compatible  
charts to break down as a result of encountering one or more incompatible  
cycles.  However, it is much easier to overcome or avoid possible pitfalls  
resulting from incompatible cycles than from incompatible personality traits.  
  
Sec and Sam, the combination of cycles you are now undergoing offers a  
number of opportunities for you to improve the quality of all aspects of your life.   
You complement each other very well.  It is a time of shared effort with Sec  
focusing on the practical aspects and Sam on the heart and health of the  
relationship.  Sec and Sam, your energies are in line and enhance all the good  
qualities found in the four and the six.  You will experience progress as well as  
financial growth, and will also manage to play a larger role in the community  
around you.   You may even find yourself combining your forces to reach  
common goals.  Very few negative influences may come from this combination of  
cycles.  Even a tendency for Sec to become irritated - perhaps even angry - a  
little quicker during a four cycle is easily lessened by Sam’s ability to reach out  
and comfort Sec.  
  
Sam, your Personal Year for 2024 is 7   
   
    Sam, you will experience a strong tendency to spend more time alone, to delve  
inside and find some answers and to reach a better understanding of yourself.   
This is not a year for social activities nor is it a year to try and reach goals on a  
material level.  You will find that the necessities of daily life seem to be taken care  
of by themselves.  There is no need to be overly concerned regarding your  
material needs.  Without slacking on your daily duties and responsibilities, you  
can afford to give more attention to yourself.  This is a year for inner growth.  It is  
your spiritual and mental presence that requires attention.  Improve the quality of  
your life, read, contemplate and gain insight in yourself.  You are important now.   
Rest and attend to your health.  It is during this year that you strengthen the  
foundation of your life, after all your success in all matters rests upon the strength  
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of your inner self.  There will be many strange and unusual events inspiring you to  
take a closer look at life and an opportunity is there to experience the joy and  
beauty of life without any artificial or exterior involvement but purely the growing  
awareness of yourself.  To much concern and desire for material rewards, Sam,  
will turn this period of your life into a very bad experience indeed, while a "let go  
and let god " attitude will make this such a fruitful and pleasant year that you may  
find yourself wondering what you did to deserve this.  
  
Sec, your Personal Year for 2024 is 5   
   
    This is a year of dynamic change, Sec.  Many surprises will come your way.   
Be open and ready to embrace new opportunities.  
    Do not be overly careful this year.  This is a year in which a major step forward  
can take place if you are willing to take some calculated risks and do a little  
gambling.  Wisdom and prudence is the key, but you will definitely be faced with  
choices that require fast action and a willingness to act before all the facts are in.  
    This is an exciting year in which you will be required to promote yourself in  
order to take full advantage of the opportunities that await you.  
    There will be increased opportunity to travel and possibly a change of  
residence.  
    You may be tempted by the desires of the flesh: too much food, alcohol, sex,  
and drugs.  Be careful and discriminate.  You could make mistakes in these  
areas.  
    You will have some unexpected adventures and lucky breaks this year.  
    This can be an unsettling year if you try to cling to outmoded methods or  
characteristics.  This a year to throw off the old and adopt the new.  It is a rebirth  
and a release after last year's struggle.  
    This is a year in which change takes place consistently, and particularly so in  
April and May.  July is a breakthrough, a time to enjoy life.  September can be  
intense, while October requires tact and balance in relationships.  
  
Your Personal Year's compatibility for 2024 is 7 and 5   
   
Sec and Sam, this is one of the most healing and loving cycles you can  
experience.  The five and the seven are very different, but they get along  
extremely well.  
Sec is undergoing a time of changes and dynamic energy.  Sam, you are a bit  
more withdrawn than usual because your focus is on your inner life: who you are  
and where you are going.  Although the cycles tend to influence you very  
differently -- outward for Sec, inward for Sam -- these energies thrive on each  
other.  Sam, your desire, consciously or subconsciously, to understand better  
who you are and where you want to go, as well as the fact that you are more quiet  
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and subdued, creates somewhat of an aura of mystery around you.  This is very  
attractive to Sec, in particular during this time when nothing else seems subtle  
and mysterious.  Sec’s charged energy and inspiring attitude has a powerful and  
positive effect on Sam, for whom this is like a lifeline to the “real” world.  A  
mistake people in Sec’s position sometimes make, however, is to view their  
partner’s quietness to mean that something is wrong.  Don’t make that mistake,  
Sec.  The one thing people in a seven period don’t want is for someone else to try  
to draw them out of that quiet space.  Sam would probably experience that as  
annoying and intrusive.  Just be together.  That is all it takes to make this a  
wonderful time of closeness and deeply felt appreciation.  
  
Sam, your Personal Year for 2025 is 8   
   
    After last year's constant involvement with yourself and very possible  
occasional doubts about the state of your business or career you will find this  
year to be a relief, Sam.  Things finally work out.  Long postponed checks and  
promotions come through.  You see the light at the end of your financial tunnel  
and an inner strength and confidence is breaking through.  This is your year of  
harvest and, depending on the effort you put out in the past seven years, your  
reward will be equally large.  There is a beauty in these cycles we can recognize  
and understand and in doing so we find ourselves "in the flow" and there is no  
more need to try and struggle upstream.  So this year you will have an opportunity  
to involve yourself fully in work and material growth and bring home the rewards,  
at the same time a certain detachment is also necessary, for you and for the  
experience you have because it is not the reward that brings you happiness but  
your experience of life, which is why before the rewarding eight year you have had  
such opportunity for growth during the soul-searching of a seven year.  Give in to  
your ambitions, you will find yourself more clear and focused and able to pursue  
and reach your goals.  Sam, your power is visible and strong, mental creativity is  
high, vision and intuition will guide you, and at the same time you are more  
efficient and focused.  There can be loss, serious loss, bankruptcy and failure,  
because always the rewards are directly proportionate to your effort and  
motivation, however you know the effort you put out and you know your  
motivations, so there must be no room for fear and doubt, only for success and  
winning and this year will undoubtedly turn out to be a very satisfying year.  
  
Sec, your Personal Year for 2025 is 6   
   
    This is a year of progress and financial advancement, Sec.  Major career  
opportunities present themselves.  It is a challenging year in which personal  
growth is joined with new responsibilities and challenges.  
    This is a year of domestic responsibility and attention to the needs of family  
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and friends.  It is a time of heart felt emotions and some sacrifice.  It is a time for  
comforting and caring.  
    You realize the importance of your place within your community.  You will be  
called upon to help others bear their burdens.  You are the proverbial friend in  
need.  
    Sec, you must work to create an atmosphere of harmony and balance.  It is  
often a time when marital issues surface and need attention.  However, you  
possess the understanding to deal with such issues effectively if you apply  
yourself with love and flexibility.  
    These deep feelings bring renewal to relationships and often a birth in the  
family.  
    May is an emotional month filled with the promise and the stress of imminent  
changes.  June is a breakthrough and a relief.  September brings advancement,  
October self- reflection and readjustments, and December brings a sense of  
completion and fulfillment.  
  
Your Personal Year's compatibility for 2025 is 8 and 6   
   
Although quite different, these cycles are nonetheless very compatible.  Both of  
you, Sec and Sam, will experience progress in career and other worldly matters.   
Sam and Sec, this can turn out to be an excellent time that may well bring a  
financial windfall.  
On a more personal level, you are also more involved with each other, albeit in  
very different ways.  For Sec, it is simply a matter of the heart.  Sec feels strongly  
committed and wants nothing more than to make Sam happy.  For Sam, there is  
some awakening of leadership spirit and ambition, even within the relationship.   
And here is where we may encounter a possible pitfall.  Sam, your tact and  
diplomacy are not particularly enhanced right now.  You are taking more control of  
your life, but you have to be careful not to try and take control of the lives of those  
you care about, including, of course, Sec’s life.  It is easy to see how that can  
become a source of friction: Sec needs your love, not your leadership.  Focus  
your ambition on other things and allow your heart, not your mind, to control your  
relationship.  
  

PERSONAL MONTHS   
   
Sam, your Personal Month for November 2023 is 8   
   
    Sam, November is an 8 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and is an  
excellent time for business ventures, financial affairs, and all things related to the  
material world.  You receive recognition for past effort in the form of financial  
rewards, respect, and possibly promotion.  Implement any changes you have  
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been considering in your business affairs.  As always, when the 8 shows up in  
the chart, a certain amount of balancing takes place.  Punishment and reward are  
both possible.  If you have put out sincere effort, the reward will be there.   
However, for some people, this month may bring bad news.  
    This is a good time to straighten out financial dealings you may have with  
friends or relatives as well.  
    This is not a good time to go into debt.  But it is a good time for love.  Strong  
feelings and passionate exchanges on the emotional and physical level make this  
an exciting month.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for November 2023 is 6   
   
    Sec, November is a 6 Personal Month in a 4 Personal Year.  It offers the  
chance to strengthen your foundation in life.  You pay close attention to the needs  
of your family and circle of friends.  You are serious and responsible in all matters  
related to career and receive recognition and respect for that.  
    Financially, this could be a good month with an unexpected reward coming  
sometime during the last week.  In many ways, this month brings blessings and  
can be very satisfying.  
    Your workload is considerable but doesn't burden you as much as it did during  
other times of this year.  You have the energy and feel confident that you are now  
moving in the right direction.  Feelings of insecurity and frustration that loomed so  
prominently during most of this year are disappearing.  Sec, your friends and  
family members display strong signs of loyalty and feelings are expressed more  
freely.  One or more of your friends or relatives needs a boost and comes to you  
for help.  You are happy with the opportunity to help out in a practical way as well  
as with moral support.  You play the role of (m)patriarch.  
  
    The only troubling experience during this month will be the need to deal  
diplomatically and tactfully with a long-standing problem, perhaps with someone  
at work.  A basic personality conflict has been the cause of friction between you  
and a co-worker, and this can no longer be ignored.  Tension will come to a head  
but there is an opportunity to turn a difficult relationship into one of tolerance and  
mutual respect.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for November 2023 is 8 and 6   
   
Relationship compatibility of Personal Month cycles can have a powerful effect.   
But keep in mind: the cycle is short.  So, if you run into turmoil, it helps to  
remember that it is in the nature of a cycle to be only temporary.  
  
Note: The compatibility between cycles is repetitive, as is the nature of cycles.   
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While the influence of Personal Month cycles represented by the same number,  
can vary greatly depending on the yearly cycle, the compatibility aspect changes  
very little.  You will therefore find that the compatibility description is the same  
when, for example, a 3 and 4 Personal Month combination is found in a 5 year, as  
when it is found in a 6 year.    
  
Therefore, you will find that the possible influence of your Personal Month cycles  
never repeats itself within any one-hundred-and-eight-month period.  However,  
the compatibility aspect repeats much more often - generally every nine months -  
but sometimes even less than that, depending on your Personal Year cycle.  
  
Although quite different, these cycles are nonetheless very compatible.  Both of  
you, Sec and Sam, will experience progress in career and other worldly matters.   
Sam and Sec, this can turn out to be an excellent time that may well bring a  
financial windfall.  
On a more personal level, you are also more involved with each other, albeit in  
very different ways.  For Sec, it is simply a matter of the heart.  Sec feels strongly  
committed and wants nothing more than to make Sam happy.  For Sam, there is  
some awakening of leadership spirit and ambition, even within the relationship.   
And here is where we may encounter a possible pitfall.  Sam, your tact and  
diplomacy are not particularly enhanced right now.  You are taking more control of  
your life, but you have to be careful not to try and take control of the lives of those  
you care about, including, of course, Sec’s life.  It is easy to see how that can  
become a source of friction: Sec needs your love, not your leadership.  Focus  
your ambition on other things and allow your heart, not your mind, to control your  
relationship.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for December 2023 is 9   
   
    Sam, December is a 9 Personal Month in a 6 Personal Year and it is the  
second time this year that some letting go has to be done.  A relationship is going  
to end.  This can cause some distress, but there are also feelings of gratitude.   
Your feelings run deep, but you have difficulty expressing them.  
    You feel vulnerable and emotional.  You are attracted to giving your time and  
energy to something outside of yourself.  
    Clean out the garage or attic and donate the excess to charity.  
  
    There are changes in the work situation, such as a shift in personnel.  In a  
strange turn of events, you may find yourself having to defend your actions and  
motivations.  Your honesty may be questioned.  
    If you are single, you may meet someone later this month.  
    If you are committed, you may feel you are involved in a roller-coaster kind of  
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relationship.  Not to worry, things calm down by the end of the month.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for December 2023 is 7   
   
    Sec, December is a 7 Personal Month in a 4 Personal Year.  It's a fitting end for  
this year.  You now enter a period of introspection, contemplation, and meditation,  
similar to that experience in March.  December focuses you on inner-growth and  
soul-searching.  However, that is where the similarities end.  
    December is a much more comfortable time for such an inward-journey and  
expansion of your consciousness.  There will be plenty of opportunity to withdraw,  
to seek the quiet.  Whether you enjoy this time depends on whether you value  
such an experience.  
    This has been a year of hard work and, at times, frustration, but the work will  
pay off.  You are now more aware of that, and even that the year was well-spent.  
    Understanding the value of day-dreaming and contemplation is more difficult as  
a result of this society's emphasize on action and result.  However, the quiet,  
"un-productive" times of this month will be at least as rewarding, spiritually as well  
as practically.  It allows for deep inner-contentment and a fuller awareness of the  
love and goodwill of others.  
    Only the 4 Personal Year closes with such a beautiful and fitting  
counter-balance to a difficult and busy year.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for December 2023 is 9 and 7   
   
Sec and Sam, you may feel somewhat distant from each other during this period.   
You are both experiencing a lot of emotions that are not easily understood or  
explained.  Although you share the need to be more inward focused than usual,  
the reasons are quite different.  Sec, in what is at least in part a subconscious  
effort, is seeking understanding and clarity.  Sec is on a path of increased  
self-awareness and spiritual growth.  Sam is also influenced by energies that  
focus inward, but on a more practical and emotional level.  Some hovering  
insecurity may cause Sam to feel less confident than usual.  There are doubts  
and questions in Sam’s life, but they are different in nature from Sec’s.  Sam’s  
turmoil is largely emotional.  
There is a big difference in the way this internal search for understanding is  
experienced.  Sec, strange as it may sound, actually feels strong and capable.   
Sam, on the other hand, feels vulnerable.  Sam needs you right now, Sec.  Sam  
doesn’t per se expect any answers from you, but you can be a much-needed  
source of strength.  For both of you, this is a learning cycle.  And you will certainly  
come out spiritually and emotionally stronger.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for January 2024 is 8   
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    Sam, January is an 8 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and brings success  
and reward from past effort.  Self-reliance and confidence are the keys to  
success this month.  Stand up for yourself and show stubborn persistence.  
    Your career is stable, with few ups and downs, but your finances are less  
secure.  A conservative attitude to money matters is favorable.  
    Your attention is focused on long-term planning.  You have good ideas that may  
well turn into an additional source of income later this year (during or around  
October).  You also become interested in new avenues of thought or spiritual  
paths, which will inspire you to study or read.  
    This month's emphasize is on long-term goals.  
    Friends and relatives feel that you are a little distant, and may get on your case  
in the hope that you will spend more time with them.  
    Romance is not particularly important.  If you are involved with someone,  
feelings deepen and the bond becomes stronger.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for January 2024 is 6   
   
    Sec, January is a 6 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  All during this month  
the focus is on your attitude towards friends, co-workers, and family members.   
You are in a position to improve relationships in all areas.  You are warm-hearted  
and more outgoing than usual.  Others are attracted to your optimistic disposition  
and several people close to you will come to you for advice and comfort.  
    The month may bring a turbulent new relationship into your life.  The initial  
introduction may start off a little awkward, even cause some friction.  You will  
need to be tolerant and understanding.  Even if you feel sure that your point of  
view is correct, a hardheaded, stubborn approach is not beneficial.  
    On the contrary, the true purpose of this conflict is an opportunity for you to  
reach out and earn the appreciation and respect of this person by freely  
demonstrating your own.  
    Other, more practical changes are also in the picture.  Many will make changes  
in their office, residence, or work routine.  
    Sec, you may get some strong signals that your career may receive a boost in  
the very near future, which only buoys your optimism.  
  
    If you are single, this is an excellent month to be social and meet new people.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for January 2024 is 8 and 6   
   
Although quite different, these cycles are nonetheless very compatible.  Both of  
you, Sec and Sam, will experience progress in career and other worldly matters.   
Sam and Sec, this can turn out to be an excellent time that may well bring a  
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financial windfall.  
On a more personal level, you are also more involved with each other, albeit in  
very different ways.  For Sec, it is simply a matter of the heart.  Sec feels strongly  
committed and wants nothing more than to make Sam happy.  For Sam, there is  
some awakening of leadership spirit and ambition, even within the relationship.   
And here is where we may encounter a possible pitfall.  Sam, your tact and  
diplomacy are not particularly enhanced right now.  You are taking more control of  
your life, but you have to be careful not to try and take control of the lives of those  
you care about, including, of course, Sec’s life.  It is easy to see how that can  
become a source of friction: Sec needs your love, not your leadership.  Focus  
your ambition on other things and allow your heart, not your mind, to control your  
relationship.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for February 2024 is 9   
   
    Sam, February is a 9 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It brings a number  
of changes, most of them occurring inside of you.  You awaken to new feelings  
about your job, your house, and the people around you.  It is a time of reevaluating  
the choices and decisions you have made over the past several years.  You gain  
clarity and understand your motivations and needs better.  
    You may cause some practical changes as a result of this, and even distance  
yourself from outdated habits or relationships.  There may be some emotional  
turmoil connected to this, but the feeling of relief is more prominent.  This is a  
tricky time in all areas of relationships.  
    Sam, your irritation threshold is lower than usual.  Irrational demands and lack  
of patience from your side may bring on feelings of quilt and you will probably find  
yourself apologizing more than once.  You have strong idealistic, humanitarian,  
and spiritual feelings and may want to become more involved in some practical  
endeavors concerning one or more of these areas of life.  However, you will  
probably postpone any active involvement for the time being, because you feel the  
time is not right.  
    Most important this month, is your enhanced clarity in all matters concerning  
your life and the direction it is taking.  
    It is a time of re-assessment of your values and priorities and the influence of  
this month will be felt for a long time to come.  
    The practical aspects of career, business, relationships, and romance are all  
on the back-burner, but the inner-changes that take place represent a much  
larger step forward than you will probably realize at this time.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for February 2024 is 7   
   
    Sec, February is a 7 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year and finds you more  
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inwardly focused.  Self-reflection and contemplation bring spiritual clarity and  
growth.  At the same time, your career improves and you manage to impress  
important people.  Doors that have been closed open and offer access to  
opportunities.  Financially, this month may also show some progress but the  
emphasize is more on opportunities and your ability to take advantage of them.  
  
    Warnings are justified in two areas.  Your dynamism and excitement may  
cause you to be somewhat insensitive at times.  Also, you would rather plan and  
discuss future endeavors than to put forth the effort required to take full advantage  
of current opportunities.  
    Key-words to make this month a success are caution and discipline.  
    If you are married or otherwise committed, you may feel a little distant from  
your partner.  This is temporary and does not require any special attention.  If you  
are single, romance is not a high priority.  
    Minor health problems that have not been treated may come to the foreground.   
This is a good month to apply discipline to your eating habits and to step-up your  
exercise regimen.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for February 2024 is 9 and 7   
   
Sec and Sam, you may feel somewhat distant from each other during this period.   
You are both experiencing a lot of emotions that are not easily understood or  
explained.  Although you share the need to be more inward focused than usual,  
the reasons are quite different.  Sec, in what is at least in part a subconscious  
effort, is seeking understanding and clarity.  Sec is on a path of increased  
self-awareness and spiritual growth.  Sam is also influenced by energies that  
focus inward, but on a more practical and emotional level.  Some hovering  
insecurity may cause Sam to feel less confident than usual.  There are doubts  
and questions in Sam’s life, but they are different in nature from Sec’s.  Sam’s  
turmoil is largely emotional.  
There is a big difference in the way this internal search for understanding is  
experienced.  Sec, strange as it may sound, actually feels strong and capable.   
Sam, on the other hand, feels vulnerable.  Sam needs you right now, Sec.  Sam  
doesn’t per se expect any answers from you, but you can be a much-needed  
source of strength.  For both of you, this is a learning cycle.  And you will certainly  
come out spiritually and emotionally stronger.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for March 2024 is 1   
   
    Sam, March is a 1 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and, while you may still  
have a case of the blues on the early days of this month, March soon brings  
optimism, increased energy, and excitement.  You are intellectually sharp and  
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imaginative.  You feel that anything is possible and that the sky is the limit.  
    Against the background of self-reflection and soul-searching that's such a  
major part of this year is this month's sense of spring-time in your heart.  This is  
an excellent time to take on new challenges in your career, to start new  
endeavors, or, if you are in business or sales, to go out and snare that important  
new client.  
    Often, this month brings financial gain, but your attention is more directed  
towards intellectual accomplishments.  Your pride and self-esteem get a boost.  
    A more difficult aspect of this month is your relationship with loved ones.  You  
lack the necessary sensitivity to respond properly to the needs of those close to  
you.  Sam, you are under the illusion that everyone feels the way you do; that  
problems are only minor impediments that can be taken in stride.  However, your  
optimistic attitude also inspires them, and they grudgingly respect you for the way  
you seem to be handling things.  
    A romantic experience brings passion and excitement either late this month or  
early next month.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for March 2024 is 8   
   
    Sec, March is an 8 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  It is a time to be  
careful in all financial matters.  Issues involving money take center stage.  More  
people go bankrupt or make a killing during this period than with almost any other  
number combination.  Now, especially, you are required to balance the material  
and the spiritual.  If you are considering a major purchase that involves long-range  
financing -- such as buying a house or a car -- but you question whether you can  
fulfill the obligation, you would do well to wait until the second half of May before  
acting.  
    The worlds of work and personal relationships require opposite approaches  
this month.  A certain amount of aggression in career and business matters is  
favorable.  Promote your ideas.  
    Put out effort.  Work harder and longer than is required.  On the other hand,  
your personal life requires patience and understanding -- both of others and  
yourself.  You may want to clear the air between you and a loved one, but you  
have difficulty overcoming your fear of being misunderstood.  Or perhaps you are  
not clear about what you feel.  Try putting your thoughts on paper first to achieve  
a higher degree of clarity.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for March 2024 is 1 and 8   
   
The one and eight is an excellent combination to inspire both of you to get busy.   
Sam is pushing towards goals and Sec is discovering goals.  The two of you are  
treading on a path of progress and financial improvement, although there may be  
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some danger involved for Sec, who should be very careful and suspicious of any  
get-rich-quick schemes.  
The gap between the cycles is considerable and has to do with your different  
spiritual paths.  This will become particularly clear during this period and may  
cause some problems in the relationship.  Much of it is superficial and a helpful bit  
of advice is to just ignore it.  Sometimes, in order to maintain a healthy, strong  
relationship, you need to talk about your differences.  There are instances though,  
when it is better to just avoid the subject and accept the fact that you love each  
other but are two different people with different experiences.  This is a time to  
ignore the differences and just enjoy each other’s company.  
Both of you, Sam and Sec, are going through cycles that strengthen your position  
on the material plane, and during their span, your best approach is to focus on  
that.  As to your intellectual and spiritual differences, you will be better off if you  
don’t disturb sleeping dogs.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for April 2024 is 2   
   
    Sam, April is a 2 Personal Month in a 7 Personal year.  Now the pendulum  
swings back from the insensitivity of last month to heightened awareness,  
especially of others.  You are aware of the emotional subtleties that lie beneath  
the surfaces.  You take nothing for granted.  Your wisdom and diplomacy will  
surprise people and prevent several situations from becoming explosive.  
    Relationships with both subordinates and higher-ups will improve.  You receive  
support and are well-spoken of.  Your intuition is keen; rely on it, and respect any  
premonitions you may have.  Someone you meet sparks your interest, but you  
may find that the person is unstable and fragile.  You play the role of teacher and  
counselor in this relationship.  
    Sam, your understanding and intuition also offer you the means to heal  
formerly difficult relationships this month.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for April 2024 is 9   
   
    Sec, April is a 9 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  It brings a certain  
amount of completion in both your personal life and career.  It is time to let go and  
prepare for new adventures.  It is necessary to keep a close eye on the details,  
particularly those related to your finances.  Check your bank balance regularly  
and make sure you save the receipts for deposits and other transactions.  
    There are indications of up-coming changes in your work environment; you are  
in the unique position to move to the spotlight.  Self-promotion is favorable.  You  
are a little more emotional and vulnerable and may have a tendency to make  
mountains out of molehills, however.  
    Someone you care about is leaving, being transferred, or going on a long trip.  
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    Social events make this a hectic month and a certain amount of moderation  
and discipline is needed.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for April 2024 is 2 and 9   
   
Sam and Sec, this is a time when you will be able to recognize whether the  
relationship is founded on real substance.  You are both experiencing a time  
when emotional forces seem to rule.  Sam is somewhat self-absorbed and  
emotional about pretty much everything.  Vulnerable and sensitive, Sam is also  
more aware and finely tuned to recognize what is real and what is not.  In order  
for the heart to see more clearly, some protective layers have to be dismantled.   
This is exactly what is going on with Sam in regards to the relationship.  While the  
heart is seeking truth and clarity, it is also more exposed and vulnerable.    
For Sec, a different but no less emotionally charged period is reflected in the nine.   
Sec is also searching for answers, but the question is not so much connected to  
the relationship as to Sec, the human being.  Sec is facing a crossroads and not  
sure about which way to turn.    
This is a very important time for Sec, a time during which Sec experiences ups  
and downs like a roller coaster.  A time of growth and choice.    
Sam and Sec, you are two people going through different emotional and spiritual  
changes.  You will be able to support each other only in the most basic sense;  
you can give each other love.    
If the relationship has real substance, you will get through this time with flying  
colors.  If the relationship does not have real substance, you will both know that  
by the end of this period.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for May 2024 is 3   
   
    Sam, May is a 3 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and is an excellent time  
for leisure and play.  Take time off and, if possible, go on vacation.  Get in touch  
with the inner you, daydream, and share those feelings and thoughts with  
someone you trust.  Your need for others heightens.  
  
    You sense changes on the horizon, but feel you are in limbo, waiting for events  
to provide a new direction.  Seek the advice, perspective, and insight of others.  
    You continue to make a good impression on those you work with, but not  
because of enhanced sensitivity and awareness, as was the case in April, but  
because of your ability to express yourself well and motivate others to see things  
your way.  Be careful not to become manipulative.  
    This is a "lucky" month.  You're in the right place at the right time and  
coincidences will occur in your favor.  You are more attractive to the opposite sex  
then usual and may receive some interesting proposals.  
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Sec, your Personal Month for May 2024 is 1   
   
    Sec, May is a 1 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  It brings a sense of  
freshness or a new beginning in your personal life and career.  You are more  
energetic and decisive than last month; this will help you cope with the hectic  
pace this month brings.  This is a time of opportunity and the need to adapt  
quickly.  You have been selected to play an important role in some new endeavor.   
This is an opportunity to move your career forward but it requires courage and the  
willingness to sacrifice some short-term goals.  
    Financially, this is a dangerous time because of the tendency to splurge.  
    If you are single, you may well be introduced to someone very interesting and  
attractive.  If married, romance is rekindled.  Still, new romantic relationships  
started under this number combination tend to burn out quickly.  The attraction is  
physical and immediate, but may falter as soon as it is put to the test.  Even if you  
are already committed you may well find yourself eye to eye with someone very  
attractive, in which case you may have to show considerable restraint in order to  
avoid a situation you may later regret.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for May 2024 is 3 and 1   
   
Sec and Sam, not only is this one of the most compatible cycles but it also  
shows that your cycles are usually compatible in nature.  A gap of two will always  
be maintained, which, as a rule of thumb, is a good sign.  Next time, your cycles  
will be two and four, the period after that three and five, and so forth.  
For this period, Sec, you are like someone who just awoke from a long rest, had a  
cup of coffee, and are now rearing to go.  Your energy level is high.  You feel  
strong and capable and don’t want to be held back by anyone or anything.  Sam  
also experiences a dynamic time, but with less focus and more play.  Sam’s  
energy is more directed towards creativity, self-expression and relaxation.  
The only possible discordance with this combination of cycles usually lies in  
Sec’s perception of Sam’s behavior as lacking responsibility.  Sam is not in the  
mood to take anything very serious, which may become a source of irritation for  
Sec.  Sec, you need to accept the fact that this period represents somewhat of a  
break – as matter of fact, a necessary break - for Sam.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for June 2024 is 4   
   
    Sam, June is a 4 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It may prove to be the  
busiest month of the year.  Work is demanding.  Responsibilities and duties could  
become frustrating.  You've got to stick to the routine and, consequently, you may  
become bored with your environment.  
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    Your energy level is high and you want things to change.  Reorganize your  
personal life.  Manage your time more efficiently.  Work on the house or garden  
so that you can enjoy improvements in your environment as well as your work life.  
    You are more serious this month than you were last month.  Don't take  
chances in financial affairs.  It is better to save than to spend.  Open your heart to  
your loved ones.  They may sense your preoccupation with work and details, and  
need you to reach out to them.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for June 2024 is 2   
   
    Sec, June is a 2 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year and it enhances your  
insight into the motivations and emotions of others.  You play the role of counselor  
several times this month.  Your intuitive powers are also enhanced, but this does  
not extend to money matters.  It's not a good time to take financial risks.  
    There are changes taking place in many areas of your life this year, and the  
general instability is felt strongly this month.  
    Study and reading are more favorable, especially when related to your career.   
The focus is on relationships at work and at home.  You need to trust others  
enough to open up your heart and reveal your deeper feelings.  This is a good  
time to release some bottled-up feelings.  
    Romance also plays an important role this month, particularly if you are  
involved in a relationship that originated fairly recent.  Sec, your enhanced  
sensitivity and intuition helps you to see the deeper meanings and values, which  
make the relationship stronger or....cause a permanent break.  A critical issue  
here, is your ability to express your true feelings.  Communicate!  
    An unexpected invitation to visit a friend or relative in some distant town may  
inspire you to pack your backs and go.  This will turn out to be beneficial.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for June 2024 is 4 and 2   
   
For Sec, a time of growth as a result of networking, meeting people in relation to  
work or business, and consolidating plans.  For Sam, a time of hard work, focus,  
and probably a fair amount of frustration.  For both of you, Sec and Sam, the focal  
point should be career, work, your plans, and your future.    
The relationship is not much of an issue.  It is possible that you will experience  
times when you don’t seem to communicate much or share as much time  
together as usual.  You may even feel that you are pulling away from each other.   
Don’t worry.  It is simply a matter of not being able to be in two places at the  
same time.    
This, however, is only one side of the coin.  On a more subtle plane, it is almost  
as if the opposite takes place.  Because for Sam this is also a time of finding  
stability and comfort.  Of placing things where they belong and establishing  
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boundaries and territories.  While for Sec the heart rules and emotions are  
strongly felt and quickly displayed.  This means that you complement each other.   
While Sam works on the practical aspects of your relationship, Sec energizes the  
relationship on a deeper level.  You could say that during this time, Sam works on  
the home and Sec works on the heart.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for July 2024 is 5   
   
    Sam, July is a 5 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It is a time of  
unexpected events.  Be flexible, especially in thought.  
    Let old concepts and dogma go.  This is a time of incredible growth, mentally  
as well as spiritually, but you have to allow such growth to occur.  
    New information comes to you.  You have the opportunity to change old ideas  
about life or people.  Your circumstances could even change.  Travel is also  
possible and favorable.  A sudden phone call could put you on the plane the next  
day.  Letters or phone calls could come from people you have not heard from in a  
long time.  
    Meanwhile, you feel scattered and restless and want to avoid the nitty gritty  
details of life.  Go with the flow; answer demands as they come up and do not try  
to control the circumstances too much.  
    Sam, you are mentally sharp and quick to see the meaning of new information.   
You are also creative and imaginative.  This month releases your wilder side,  
especially when it comes to your social life and love relationship.  Within the  
context of this year's serious and spiritual overtones, July is by far the most  
dynamic month.  Be careful of too much self-indulgence and irresponsibility.   
Moderation, again, is the key.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for July 2024 is 3   
   
    Sec, July is a 3 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  Money matters come to  
the foreground; debts are called in and close attention should be paid to your bank  
account.  
    Your ability to influence the ideas and opinions of others works in your favor  
and may create a new source of income.  
    This is also a good time to promote yourself.  If you have considered upgrading  
your resume or trying out for that new position you have been considering, now is  
the time to do it.  
    A career change is also possible as a result of outside forces.  You are more  
creative.  
    You feel somewhat restless and impulsive and are willing to take risks for the  
sole reason that you need a change.  There is a tendency to be somewhat  
scattered and even a little irresponsible during this cycle.  
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    Sec, your domestic environment also becomes a source of restlessness and  
you may have to guard against irrational behavior from your side.  At the same  
time, you reach out to old friends and relatives you have not been in touch with for  
some time.  
    Your emotional state is a little turbulent causing you to be moody.  Try to  
maintain equilibrium.  This is a month to be somewhat detached from the events  
and circumstances surrounding your life.  Don't take yourself too serious, and, if  
possible, take some time off for a vacation.  It's a good time to recharge your  
batteries.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for July 2024 is 5 and 3   
   
This is one of the most compatible combinations of cycles, Sec and Sam.  You  
are both experiencing a time of enhanced energy and dynamic growth.    
Within the contexts of your relationship, you are able to communicate well, enjoy  
each other’s company, and play off each other’s energy.  Lower blood pressure  
and less stress bring more flexibility to the body and to the mind, which explains  
why this is considered a cycle of healing.  
There is little negative to say about this combination of cycles, except for the  
inherit danger of having too much fun.  Quite often, the three as well as the five  
draw elements of danger in their search for new and exciting experiences, which  
does not go unnoticed to those around you.   You will have to be careful not to  
draw into your circle people whose influence is less than desirable.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for August 2024 is 6   
   
    Sam, August is a 6 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year and with it comes  
stability and quiet.  There is recognition and respect at work, but also the  
possibility that someone else takes credit for your effort.  Apply yourself diligently.   
Responsibility and duty rule this month.  There is financial gain, probably from a  
source other than work.  
    Your family and friends need your love and attention; give of it freely.  Especially  
give your time and advice to a younger person.  There is a lot of love that  
surrounds you this month, but you may not be aware of it.  Your attention is  
focused inward and you may want more time alone than you actually have.   
Maintain balance.  The people close to you need attention and you should be  
there for them.  
    Your spouse or romantic partner requires much of you this month, too, and  
your relationship with deepen as a result.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for August 2024 is 4   
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    Sec, August is a 4 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  Your career may be  
demanding and a bit frustrating.  You need to attend to routine matters, some of  
which may be boring.  This is not a time to slack.  Don't procrastinate.  Commit to  
your responsibilities and see projects through to completion.  
    This month could bring a welcome opportunity on the job front, but your  
success will depend upon your willingness to stand up for yourself, to take charge  
of circumstances, and refuse to be victimized by outside events.  You need the  
courage to stand up for your beliefs, to "do the right thing."  
    Make important changes in your life.  Such as start a diet and/or exercise  
regimen, quit smoking, dedicate yourself to a good cause, and reconnect to your  
higher spiritual values.  This is the month to make fundamental and positive  
long-term changes in your life.  
    It's important to demonstrate to those around you that you are dependable and  
can be relied upon.  This affects both your work and love life.  You will impress all  
of those around you with your sense of duty and trustworthiness.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for August 2024 is 6 and 4   
   
Sec and Sam, the combination of cycles you are now undergoing offers a  
number of opportunities for you to improve the quality of all aspects of your life.   
You complement each other very well.  It is a time of shared effort with Sec  
focusing on the practical aspects and Sam on the heart and health of the  
relationship.  Sec and Sam, your energies are in line and enhance all the good  
qualities found in the four and the six.  You will experience progress as well as  
financial growth, and will also manage to play a larger role in the community  
around you.   You may even find yourself combining your forces to reach  
common goals.  Very few negative influences may come from this combination of  
cycles.  Even a tendency for Sec to become irritated - perhaps even angry - a  
little quicker during a four cycle is easily lessened by Sam’s ability to reach out  
and comfort Sec.  
  
Sam, your Personal Month for September 2024 is 7   
   
    Sam, September is a 7 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  Now, more than  
ever, spiritual growth and self-discovery are highlighted.  If you have not been fully  
aware of this inner search during part of this year, there is no escaping it this  
month.  Dreams will be intense and you won't be able to shake them when you  
wake up.  You will find yourself staring into space more often than usual.  You are  
withdrawing and may experience some loneliness as a result.  
    You are questioning a lot of things that you had been taking for granted.  You  
think about your life and the direction it is taking.  The mysteries of life and death  
(without being morbid) occupy your mind.  
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    You are mentally sharp and flexible, and you easily keep up with any demands  
that come your way.  Sam, your career, finances, and other mundane aspects of  
your life occupy a relatively smaller place in your life, this month.  Without  
avoiding your duties, you can let these areas take care of themselves until early  
next month.  
    Your friends and family are less demanding.  
    Romantic ties can be surprisingly strong, however.  You have a real desire to  
share your innermost feelings with the person you are attracted to, revealing a  
side of yourself that has not been available in such intimacy before.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for September 2024 is 5   
   
    Sec, September is a 5 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  The hectic pace  
of last month continues.  However, the nature of activities is quite different.  You  
are challenged to keep up with events and influences that, at times, appear out of  
your control.  If you can be flexible and adaptable, you will cruise through this  
month comfortably and successfully.  Let old plans, expectations, and concepts  
go.  Otherwise, stress may take a physical toll.  
    If you are willing to take the changes in stride and "go with the flow", you will  
find yourself in a better position in career as well as personal life by the end of this  
month.  
    This is an adventurous, dynamic, and progressive time, with less focus on  
details and routine stuff.  Social events and romantic adventures highlight the  
month.  The word "adventure" is the operative word: few romances that begin  
during this time have the emotional depth and substance needed to survive the  
test of time.  However, any relationship begun now still has much to teach you  
about life and love, so be open to all the possibilities.  
    Be warned, however.  Sec, you may have a tendency for over-indulging your  
senses this month.  Moderation is wisdom.  
    Your health may cause you some concern.  In most cases, this is the body  
reacting to changes that have taken place during the course of this year and are  
only temporary.  If problems persist, seek the advice of health counselor or  
physician.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for September 2024 is 7 and 5   
   
Sam and Sec, the influences and compatibility of this month's cycle are already  
incorporated in the compatibility as described in the section of this year's  
Personal Year cycle. An analysis of this month's compatibility is therefore  
redundant. You may, however, want to take another look at the description of the  
compatibility of this year's Personal Year cycle, keeping in mind that the  
compatibility for this month will reflect the same influences.  
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Sam, your Personal Month for October 2024 is 8   
   
    Sam, October is an 8 Personal Month in a 7 Personal Year.  It brings reward  
and recognition.  Often, this is a very good month for all matters related to career,  
business, and finances.  You reap the rewards of what you sowed in the past  
seven years.  (Next year offers even greater rewards than this month.) October  
gives you the opportunity to peak into the near future because it represents a  
small scale sample of what next year will bring.  The eight cycle is a rewarding  
time, but there are two important sides to the way it is delivered.  
    On one hand, it is directly proportionate to the effort you have put out in the  
past.  On the other, you receive exactly what you need to continue on your path.   
For that reason, you would do well keeping a close eye on your finances,  
especially to protect yourself from any shortfalls next year.  Financial gain is  
much more common this month (and in the 8 Personal Year).  In any case, this is  
a time to be aggressive in all matters relating to career and finances.  
  
Sec, your Personal Month for October 2024 is 6   
   
    Sec, October is a 6 Personal Month in a 5 Personal Year.  It brings stability to  
the dynamic changes the year has presented.  Expect increased responsibility,  
recognition, and perhaps a raise or promotion.  
    This month shifts the focus to relationships with family and friends.  You share  
greater closeness with loved ones and may find yourself giving and receiving  
comfort and advice.  Loyalty and trust are fundamental to your well being this  
month.  
    If you are unwilling to trust or abuse the trust of someone else, you could  
experience the break-up of a relationship.  Share your feelings.  
    If you are single, a new and lasting romance is possible.  
    If you already have a relationship, this is the time to commit.  All affairs of the  
heart are positively highlighted.  Health problems will also take a turn for the  
better.  
  
Your Personal Month's compatibility for October 2024 is 8 and 6   
   
Although quite different, these cycles are nonetheless very compatible.  Both of  
you, Sec and Sam, will experience progress in career and other worldly matters.   
Sam and Sec, this can turn out to be an excellent time that may well bring a  
financial windfall.  
On a more personal level, you are also more involved with each other, albeit in  
very different ways.  For Sec, it is simply a matter of the heart.  Sec feels strongly  
committed and wants nothing more than to make Sam happy.  For Sam, there is  
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some awakening of leadership spirit and ambition, even within the relationship.   
And here is where we may encounter a possible pitfall.  Sam, your tact and  
diplomacy are not particularly enhanced right now.  You are taking more control of  
your life, but you have to be careful not to try and take control of the lives of those  
you care about, including, of course, Sec’s life.  It is easy to see how that can  
become a source of friction: Sec needs your love, not your leadership.  Focus  
your ambition on other things and allow your heart, not your mind, to control your  
relationship.  
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